MINDY ELLIOTT
EDITOR

FEATURES INCLUDE
LOVELY JACKSON (Documentary)
ONE MOMENT
JUSTINE
THE LAST SHIFT
Sundance Film Festival Official Selection
GAHAN WILSON: BORN DEAD,
STILL WEIRD (Documentary)
13 FAMILIES (Documentary)

DIRECTOR
Matt Waldeck
Deirdre O’Connor
Stephanie Turner
Andrew Cohn
Craig Leeson
Steven-Charles Jaffe
Nicole Corbin, Steve LuKanic
Mark David Katchur

STUDIO/PROD. CO.
Zodiac Features
Indican Pictures
Netflix/Array
Sony Pictures/Bona Fide Productions
Netflix
6th Avenue Productions
Agora Productions

AWARD WINNING SHORTS INCLUDE
CARRY TIGER TO MOUNTAIN
PIE
RUN FAST

DIRECTOR
Rajiv Shah
Adria Tennor
Anna Musso

STUDIO/PROD. CO.
Sleeping Tiger Films
Double Venus Productions

AS FIRST ASSISTANT EDITOR
THE HOLDOVERS (Associate Editor)
Editor: Kevin Tent
DOWNSIZING
Editor: Kevin Tent
NEBRASKA
Editor: Kevin Tent
DISCONNECT
Editors: Kevin Tent, Lee Percy
THE DESCENDANTS
Editor: Kevin Tent
MANAGEMENT
Editor: Kate Sanford
ASYLUM
Editor: Howard E. Smith
SNAKES ON A PLANE
Editor: Howard E. Smith
BLADE: TRINITY
Editors: Howard E. Smith, Conrad Smart

DIRECTOR
Alexander Payne
Alexander Payne
Alexander Payne
Henry Alex Rubin
Alexander Payne
Stephen Belber
David R. Ellis
David R. Ellis
David S. Goyer

STUDIO/PROD. CO.
Focus Features/Miramax
Paramount Pictures
Paramount Vantage
LD Entertainment
Fox Searchlight Pictures
Sydney Kimmel Entertainment
The Samuel Goldwyn Company
Hyde Park Films
MGM Home Entertainment
New Line Cinema
New Line Cinema

ASSISTANT EDITOR CREDITS INCLUDE
WHEN THEY SEE US (Limited Series, Ep. 1)
Editor: Terilyn A. Shropshire
HOUSE OF LIES (Season 4)
Editor: Tirsha Hackshaw, Tod Feuerman,
Justin Bournet
GIRLS (Season 1, 4 Episodes)
Editors: Paul Zucker, Shawn Paper
UGLY BETTY (Season 4, 5 Episodes)
Editor: Brian Merken

DIRECTOR
Ava DuVernay
EP: Tai K Austin,
John H. Radulovic
Lena Dunham
EP: Silvio Horta

STUDIO/PROD. CO.
Netflix/Forward Movement
Showtime Networks
HBO/Apatow Productions
ABC/Silent H Productions